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Editorial
Simon Tagg

This quarter’s edition of Leintwardine Life is a sad one
for me as we say goodbye to a much-loved village
resident and regular Leitwardine Life contributor John
Voysey.
If you are a regular reader you will already be familiar
with his recurring articles in the Science & Nature
section where he would fascinate us with his wealth of
knowledge on the natural world and place it in context
with the local area in a way that was both accessible
and interesting.
I only knew John briefly through being an editor of this
magazine but I can say that he was one of the
highlights of the job - not only did he construct and
submit his articles to me  well before the copy date
(something which I appreciated immensely) but he
was also prone to turning up on my doorstep with his
digital camera or some other piece of IT equipment
with a smile and a polite request that I help him get
some images off it to accompany his latest article.  He
would always make me laugh with his effortless
charm and self-deprecating wit while I tried to figure

out which of the cables he brought would connect his
camera to my laptop… he never brought the correct
one and I had to sort through a different collection
every time - so I always had a spare one handy…
sometimes I thought he did it on purpose just to be
mischievous.  John seemed indefatigable to me and I
often remarked to my partner that I would
wish to have the same energy and
passion for life
if one day I
were lucky
enough to reach
his age.
Not only did John
love the natural
world, he also loved
music - we have tried to cover
both of these passions, which he
held dear, in this quarter's edition.
We hope you enjoy it.

Simon

Editors:
Simon Tagg, Andrea Moore,

Roving Reporters:
Peter Forshaw

Next Copy Date:
 17th September 2018

Email Feedback To:
LeintwardineLife@gmail.com

We welcome all submissions for the Winter 2018 edition
from local artists and photographers.  If you are a

sculptor or make crafts then we will be happy to visit and
photograph your skills.

Front cover art: Clouds over Leintwardine by Andrea Moore
Byline art for Editorial, The Long View, Seasonal Recipe,
Science and Nature and Council Matters: by Jane Wells
Leintwardine Insect ink drawings: by Mark Whittle

Thank you to all contributors.

Autumn Leaves - by Claire Tagg (2006)

AN URGENT CALL FOR HELP
Your ‘Leintwardine Life’ needs more people on the team! Writers, reporters, editors and a distribution organiser most

particularly.

Many hands make light work - our meetings are friendly and relaxed uniting enthusiasm to produce a broad-minded
publication to entertain, educate and inform all members of the village and adjacent parishes.

A few hours each month is all that it takes to be involved!

Contact: LeintwardineLife@gmail.com
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The Long View
Peter Forshaw

THE SUN INN A NEW CHAPTER

The Sun Inn occupies a special place, both historically and
socially, in Leintwardine.

Flossie Lane, the original land lady was born in the pub
and ran it for 74 years, until her passing on June 13th
2009 at the age of 94. During that time  Flossie Lane's two
room parlour pub was resolutely old-fashioned  and  one
of the only  last five remaining "Classic Pubs" in England,
listed by English Heritage for its historical interest.

After Flossie's death, a high profile publicity campaign was
launched by locals, who feared that the Sun would be lost
forever. Thankfully the pub's future was eventually
secured with the help of Nick Davies from Hobsons
Brewery and village chip shop owner and friend of Flossie,
Gary Seymore. To ensure the Sun's future as a viable
business, a sympathetic, eco friendly extension was built
at the rear of the property, whilst preserving the historic
front parlour. During it's first year of trading in 2011, with
Gary Seymore as landlord,  the pub was awarded
Hereford CAMRA (Campaign For Real Ale) pub of the
year. No mean achievement!

In 2014 Gary Seymore moved on to pursue other business
opportunities and a new tenant from Bridgenorth was
installed at the Sun. During the last 4 years, despite a
change in direction/decor,  the Sun continued to enjoy
steady custom thanks to it's loyal regulars, open mic nights
and friendly bar staff.

The good news is that in June, Colin Beever, took over the
tenancy. Colin is local to the area and he is passionate
and enthusiastic  about the Sun, it's history and traditions.
His emphasis will be to raise the pub's profile as a centre

of the village community, appealing to all age groups
including families and children. A good choice of local real
ales, ciders, spirits, will take centre stage as well as high
quality pub grub from local suppliers. Colin is no stranger
to the licensed trade. His parents, George and Daphne
Beever, ran The Hollybush at Onibury between 1970 and
1976. His first visit to The Sun was 45 years ago, when he
was only 10 year old. It obviously made a lasting
impression on him.

Colin has appointed local villager Sally Cook to manage
the Sun. Explaining "I could not have taken the tenancy on
without Sally's support. She is very popular, experienced
and knows what makes a good village pub tick". Colin
intends to reintroduce an array of popular activities, which
over the last few years, had been allowed to wither on the
vine. These include Morris Dancers, theme food evenings,
musical events with a twist for e.g. Gin and Jazz nights,
election of Pub Mayor and a whole host of other new
events. The Sun Annual Beer Festival was back on Bank
Holiday Sunday 26th August, and [despite the rain] it was
even bigger and better than before.

Colin explained that acquiring the tenancy was the result
of a chance meeting with his old friend  of 23 years, Nick
Davies of Hobsons Brewery, who also owns the pub
building. "Nick is passionate and supportive about the Sun
and it's vital role in the village. He persuaded me that I was
best person to continue Flossie's legacy and ensure the
Sun's future going forward. How could I say no! "  Colin's
tenancy is for 10 years. This underlines his long term
commitment to the Sun and community of Leintwardine.

We wish Colin every success.

Colin Beever & Sally Cook in The Sun Inn beer garden

A new Leintwardine Mayor is crowned in the traditional fashion
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Friends of Leintwardine School and Nursery
Nicola Gorry

We ended the year at Leintwardine Primary School
with some fantastic celebrations which were enjoyed
by children and adults across the community.

The school play was a huge success with some
amazing singing, acting and humour.   There were so
many highlights in the play.  One of my favourite
moments was when one of the ugly sisters turned to
me as they came past the back of the hall and
announced “my bottom fell out” the padding was
saved and returned by our Chair of Governors!

Flicks in the Sticks provided the fantastic opportunity
of a whole school screening of Paddington 2 at the
community centre.  The children all had a great time
and there was popcorn all round!

We held our first whole school picnic in the last week
of term, all classes had held a cake sale during the
year to raise funds.  Each class then drew up a menu,
many of our children have quite exotic tastes it turned
out! The order arrived and the children spent the
morning preparing their lunches ready to head off.
The children played freely for most of the day
collecting different objects, holding games of rounders,
boule and Frisbee, exploring and relaxing.  The
whistle for lunch time initiated a stampede back to the
picnic spot where everyone had a truly wonderful
feast!

Of course, for the year 6 leaving primary school is a
very special time.  The parents organised and held a
fantastic end of year party.  The children all received a
leavers hoodie in their own chosen colour as a
memento of their time at primary school and an
autograph book to collect lasting memories.

The annual prize giving was a testament to the cross
section of skills, attitudes and achievements of our
year 6 children.  This year there were a number of
new awards given out that had been sponsored by
members of our school community.

We would like to wish our year 6 children the best of
luck as they move on to High School, we know that
they will be a credit to themselves and the school.
Also of course it is time to welcome our new children
into both the school and the nursery.  This year most
of our children will be coming into school from Little
Leintwardine Nursery so they are already familiar with
the school and are ready for the new challenges of big
school.

Don’t forget to keep your eyes on our school
website to find out about all the events at

Leintwardine Primary School this year, we have
lots planned!
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The Old School Room Renovation

Back in the Spring Issue (published March 2018) I set
out proposals by the Community Centre to renovate
the Old School Room behind the main hall.  It is
currently disused and in poor condition, and the plan
is to repair and improve it so it is suitable for a range
of community uses.

At the time we had some funding in place, and quite a
lot of interest from potential users.  The significant
missing piece of the jigsaw was the bulk of the funding.
We had applied to the Herefordshire LEADER
Programme for a substantial grant but didn't yet have
a decision.

Well, I'm delighted to report that the LEADER team
approved our application a short while ago, and we
now have all our funding in place!  Whilst we'd love to
start on site sooner, the contractors who won the

tender for the work are unable to start immediately.
Work will now start in early January 2019, and the
building should be ready for use by the end of March
2019.

The Community Centre Committee want to work with
potential users, and those who it hopes will contribute
ideas for the decor and use of the room, in the early
autumn. We'll be getting in touch with people who've
expressed interest soon.  In the meantime, if you'd like
to know more or get involved in the project contact
either

Emma Gorbutt, CC Chair
Email: jaus_23@yahoo.co.uk

Robert Cock (myself)
Email: aoyj45@gmail.com

Or come along to the CC Open Day on 29 September.

LEINTWARDINE CENTRE

FREE FAMILY FUN DAY

SATURDAY 29 SEPTEMBER 2018 AT
2PM

Do you know just how many things go on at
the Centre? This is your opportunity to find
out, an event for all the family to have fun

together.  There will be games and activities
for all ages, beginning with a Fancy Dress
Parade around the village open to both
parents and children and anyone else who

would like to join in.

A Bouncy Castle will keep the children
leaping and the resident sheep will be on

hand to help you learn to spin!  Leintwardine
Players will have you rolling in the aisles and
short films about Centre activities past and

present will keep you entertained.  Worn out
by all this activity? Free tea and homemade
cakes will help you relax.  You could then
have a quick look at the Old Infant School,

shortly to be restored.

Fun and games together.  Come and enjoy.

The Leintwardine Centre
Robert Cock
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Memories of John
Frank Jones & Marcus Thompson McCausland

John Voysey contributed to Leintwardine Life with articles on birds, the natural world, and woodland.  He had
many qualities and pursuits beside his professional life as a forester.  Here are two brief additions to our
memories; one by Frank Jones on John’s musical life in Leintwardine, and one by Marcus Thompson

McCausland on the genesis of Ciderfects.

Ciderfects

By Marcus Thompson McCausland

One year the apple harvest was simply enormous.  John and I thought that we couldn’t let all the apples rot
into the ground and that the best thing would be to make them into juice.  We hardly knew each other then, but
a good friendship grew up out of our gratitude for the huge harvest.  The name ‘ Ciderfects’ was coined, I think
by John, which is a fun and pleasing pun.  The pressing of juice and subsequent making of cider became an
annual village event.

Apple Pressing

By Karen Raymond-Blake

Leintwardine Ciderfects - your local group of
apple pressers and cider makers - invite you to
join us for the village's annual community apple
pressing at the Sun Inn on Sunday October
21st, 12 to 3 o'clock.  Bring your apples along
and we will turn them into beautiful apple juice,
ready for drinking, freezing or turning into cider.
Please bring clean sterilised containers to take
your juice away (50 pence per litre).  All surplus
juice will be used to make mulled apple juice and cider for the Frost Fair and other Community events.

If you have spare apples but aren't able to collect them yourself, please let us know (contact Karen on 01547
540858) and we will arrange for members of the Youth Group (under adult supervision!) to come and gather
them up for pressing.

If you are interested in joining the group and using our equipment (scratter, small and large presses and a
pasteuriser) for your own pressing, at a small charge, please contact Karen on the number above.

Maestro Voysey

By Frank Jones

John was a musician of more than village importance.
His energetic playing brought excitement to regional
orchestras and chamber groups. His village trio
started out in the store room at the back of Larraine
Attwood's garage. The Garage Trio met every week
for fifteen years and was mercifully heard regularly
by the distinguished few. For the players it was
disciplined, challenging, witty and - occasionally -
sublime.

John hated Tchaikovsky, endured Brahms and loved
Haydn. The Garage therefore played every one of
Haydn's forty five piano trios. It was supplied as

sheet music from the emporium in Manchester which
also supplied the Royal Northern School of Music.
'Eee lad, thas got more Haydn down in Lennerdine
than int whole of our ruddy shop.'

As a result of cricketing and other sporting injuries
the trio expanded into  the less demanding (
technically) world of quartets and quintets. The Elgar
piano quintet was especially memorable. The core
Trio surged onwards and upwards into public
performances. But a cello is hard to replace.

John's lovely instrument was last year placed in a
trust which lends valuable performing cellos to young
talented musicians unable to afford appropriate
machinery. Like John it is a generous and
demanding exuberance.
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There is an astronomical body that we have all seen plenty of this summer. So, although it never appears in the
night sky, this article is about the closest star in our universe: the Sun.

The Sun seems enormous to us, and in fact it is the same width as 100 Earths placed side by side; but in
astronomical circles it's pretty average. An astronomer would describe it as a main-sequence yellow dwarf, one
of about 20 billion in our galaxy alone. Compared to some of the largest stars we can see (supergiants like
Betelgeuse or Rigel) the Sun is tiny: several hundred Suns could be placed side by side in one of those
monsters.

From the outside, it looks like a ball of hot gas with occasional black spots (sunspots) and 'storms' (solar flares)
on its surface, but astronomers and physicists have been able to work out quite a bit about what goes on inside.

At the centre is the core, and this is
where hydrogen is being fused together
to make helium and release a tiny mount
of energy. Every second, the Sun
converts 600 million tonnes of hydrogen
into helium, and all those tiny scraps of
energy add together to make the Sun
shine as it does (and will continue to do
for the next 5 billion years). Incredibly,
the energy that is being released in the
centre of the Sun right now will take
about a million years to work its way to
the surface and escape into space. The
photons that carry the energy away
collide and ricochet off other particles
billions of times as they journey outward,
like an outsize pinball machine. Once
they reach the surface, just another 8
minutes of travel will bring some of the photons to the Earth and drive the mechanisms that support all life here.
Along with the light that we find so beneficial, there is a lot of potentially deadly radiation and high-energy
particles, that get trapped by the Earth's magnetic field and parts of the upper atmosphere such as the ozone
layer. (The Northern Lights or Aurora Borealis are caused by some of this activity.)

You will damage your eyes if you attempt to look directly at the Sun, and using a telescope or binoculars will
result in blindness unless you know exactly what you are doing and use the correct filters. However, there are
websites which give you the chance to see what professional astronomers capture.

NASA's Solar Dynamics Observatory, which is a satellite orbiting the Earth and continuously monitoring the
Sun, has generated material for some intriguing and spectacular videos, showing the development of sunspots,
solar flares and coronal mass ejections in visible and ultraviolet light, along with commentary and explanations
of what you are seeing:

www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sdo/videos/

Something you can look for, and never far from the Sun, the planet Mercury should just be visible immediately
after sunset for a few days around 6th November. Your best chance to catch it is just after sunset, between
4:30pm and 5pm: earlier and the sky is too bright, later and it disappears into the haze above the horizon. Find
a place with a clear view to the west.

If there is anything about the night sky you would like to see featured or explained in Leintwardine Life, please
drop an e-mail to: leintwardineskies@gmail.com

Leintwardine Stargazing
Patrick Orton
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Seasonal Recipe - Autumn 2018
Peter Forshaw

Vegetarian Mexican

With the abundance of courgettes and runner beans,
at this time of year, here is an excellent way to put
them to good use. It's a vegetarian dish, with a spicy
twist. Guacamole is a ideal accompaniment  with the
main dish. This is a very healthy recipe  as well as
tasting delicious.

Ingredients Guacamole:

● Qty 2 ripe Avocados
● Qty 1 chilli
● Juice of Qty 1 lime
● Qty 2 tomatoes
● quarter of onion
● Qty 1 clove garlic
● handful of coriander leaves
● salt and pepper

Method Guacamole:

Blitz all the ingredients in a food processor and give it
taste, adding salt/pepper/lime juice to suite your palate.
Give it one more blitz and transfer to a bowl  and chill
for at least one hour prior to serving.

Ingredients Mexican:

● Courgettes Qty 3
● Aubergine Qty 1
● Red onion Qty 1
● Tender young runner beans Qty 6
● Grated carrot Qty 1
● Bay leaf qty 1
● Peppers Qty 1 red, Qty 1 yellow
● Soft Tortillas/Wraps Qty 2 to 4 depending on

your appetite
● Garlic 2 large cloves
● Qty 1 sachet of Old El Paso Smoky BBQ

Fajita mix
● 1 TSP salt
● Olive oil
● 1 TBS red or white wine vinegar

Method Mexican:

Roughly chop the courgettes, aubergine, onion,
garlic, runner beans and peppers. Put a generous
glug of olive oil into a hot large saucepan.

Add all the chopped vegetables, salt, grated carrot,
bay leaf. On a medium heat keep stirring the
ingredients  for 5 minutes until they start to soften. At

this point turn the heat to low, putting the lid tightly on
the saucepan.

Let everything simmer away for 45 minutes and
periodically give it stir replacing the lid each time.

After the first 20 minutes add the vinegar, which gives
everything a lovely glossy appearance.

When a  total of 45 minutes has elapsed ,remove the
lid and give everything a vigorous stir. The vegetables
should now have broken down into a thick soup like
texture.

Now add the sachet of Old El Paso and stir in. Give it
taste and season if required.  Turn of the heat and put
the lid back on the saucepan.

Place the Tortillas or large wraps onto the serving
dishes, two at a time, one on top of each other. If you
have a small appetite just use one.

Place into a microwave on high for 1 minute. Spoon
the vegetable mixture into the hot Tortillas and roll
to seal. Add the remaining mixture onto the
plates with the tortillas and spoon over
generously with Guacamole.

Enjoy!
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HEDGEROW OBSERVATIONS
By George Cebo

Those ex-Londoners reading this will have known Tooting
Bee Lido, the place to cool down "power to the people".
Now with all this warm weather, we have our own
Leintwardine Lido to swim and have fun in, whole families
are coming here to relax, chill, to think and talk, forget the
mobiles, just laugh a lot.
Prior to the visitors, the Environment Agency were doing
their work, moving the fish from the drying pools to the
deeper water, three girls and one man, he did as he was
told by the girls. But first they had to remove the crisp
packets and drink containers thrown into the river by "The
Boys". Likewise the charcoal fires left to scorch the grass
before being thrown into the water. Yes the Estate have
put up warning signs, but it is in English, a difficult skill to
master.  The Agency have the vehicles, clothing,
university education, what they do not have is all the
memories held by you about work done in the past to the
river, so even if you like to talk, let the team share your
knowledge, trust me it will help us all.

The road was also cleared of litter prior to the British
Driving Society (carriage and horses). It is
much nicer for the ponies not to have litter
to worry about.
The Red Kite flying over the caravan site
is the largest bird you will see around
here, or do you know better, sadly
John Voysey is no longer here to give
me guidance. A recent visitor to the
meadows was a beautiful racing
pigeon wearing a metal ring
GB16N 64000 and white rubber
band 218. All the young visitors
that come to swim in the pool,
bring with them different
languages, it is lovely to
hear, it makes this village
so interesting, so vibrant.
We need more artists,
more musicians, more
actors, it just gets
better.

Science & Nature
Culain Morris & George Cebo

THE SOUND OF NATURE
By Culain Morris

Wild-life sounds are all around us in the community and the
countryside: I wonder how much of your "collection"
overlaps with mine ?  Many examples are about
communication; sending messages to other individuals in
the species, or to predators, or perhaps competitors.  This
is the season of jackdaw cacophony, when they all get
together in a flock at evening-time and circle the village with
their "chacking" calls before splitting up into their roosting
groups.
Any time of year, the calls of their large relative can be
heard: from a huge vocabulary, the commonest is a deep

"cronk".  But this morning I heard the call which is softer and
more attractive, a "poop" which is pitched an octave or so
above middle C.  Is the raven calling to a special friend ?
Most song-birds have a rest in the summer months, so we
were peering into the elder-tree in July to identify the tiny
source of a lovely, unfamiliar serenade.  It was a wren !
John Voysey confirmed that this species is one of the few
which sing on when others have stopped.  I received a
warning, which at first I didn't recognise, last summer while
looking at a pair of tawny owl chicks which had somehow
fallen from their hollow ash-tree.  The "click" came from the
tree canopy above me, and I realised that one of the
parents was telling me "Watch out: move away, or I may
have to use my claws."  I did as I was told !
Some birds make their presence heard with their wings.  I'm
thinking of the "clap-clap" of wood-pigeons as the male
performs his display flight above our gardens; or the fierce
wing-beating battles between rival males.  But the "whoosh-
whoosh" of a raven overhead, or the wing-beat whistle of a

pair of swans tell us of the aerodynamic marvel which is
bird flight.
As a beekeeper, I can tell the difference between mild upset
buzzing when I open a hive, and the higher-pitched "attack"
note, which says "Where can I find some bare skin ?"  In an
observation chamber on school visits, my bees' sound will
change from  a gentle hum to a considerably noisier roar,
and then subside again.  This year I'm disappointed  not to
have heard the "piping" call of new queens hatching; it
means "I'm here; come and fight".
April is a regular time for the "purring", deep within the
timber-frame wall of our spare bedroom/study, as newly-
emerged male death-watch beetles tap their heads on the
old oak beams to call a female.  I collect the ones which can
be found on the carpet, and the annual count tells me that
population is steady: so may the house be, for another 300
years !
2018 will be a year in which more of us than usual have
heard grass-hoppers stridulating; that's their mating call.
Less often heard, unless like me you rescue hibernating
peacock butterflies from the fire-wood pile, is the way they
attempt to frighten off a hungry bird deep in the winter:
suddenly open their wings, to show four scary eye-spots,
and at the same moment emit a rasping sound as the wings
rub together.  Smart tactic !  Still on the insect theme, the
wasps which are having quite a good year, can sometimes
be heard when they are on building-duty, collecting wood
fibres to make the "paper" for their nest.  A larch-lap fence
or a garden shed seems to amplify the chewing sound.
Last of all, a mammal example; last year, on a walk at
Kinsham woods, we heard loud barking from something we
had disturbed, moving unseen through the undergrowth -  a
muntjac ?  Perhaps there's an expert on this seemingly
newly-arrived species who can put me right.

A Red Kite over Leintwardine - Simon Tagg (2018)
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A Closer Look…
Judith Offer

SNAPPING AND WILDLIFE

By Judith Offer

I was very lucky to have captured the ‘dancing’ mating
damselflies, I have only seen this once before, about
five years ago when I lived in Kent.

I took this image at the fishponds Croft Castle where
they have opened up extensive woodland enabling
wildlife to flourish, there are certainly more butterflies
there now.

Wigmore rolls is another good place for wildlife, a five
spotted Burnet newly hatched and a buff moth
(simulating a twig on a log) were within a few feet of
each other.

Sned wood, another good source especially a walk
down the river.  Looking forward to Autumn and some
interesting fungi to photograph.

…There is always something interesting to find on a
walk in the countryside…

Cabbage White Caterpillars A Painted Lady Butterfly

Five Spotted Burnet MothsThe Buff Moth

A Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary

A Ringlet butterflyA Damselfly

Dancing Damselflies
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…At The Natural World
Simon Tagg

MINI-BEASTS IN FOCUS

By Simon Tagg

Inspired by Judith’s offerings to the magazine [and the need
to fill a page - Ed] I have decided to offer up my own images
of local wildlife.  Ever since I was a boy I have always been
fascinated by insects, not just butterflies and moths (of which
I had many books on) but also the less glamorous communal
species such as the bee, ant and wasp.  Most of these
images were taken in my own back garden with the humblest
of smart phone cameras… I do have a ‘proper’ camera but I
have found that the small lens and sensitive CCD on the
smart phone is much better suited to getting up close to your
subject without having to spend a fortune on specialist
equipment.  Try it for yourself some time and send us your
results!

Confirmation that the Harlequin Ladybird has invaded Leintwardine!Two huge European Hornets greet each other as sisters on an over-ripe Autumn apple.

The Elephant Hawk moth, newly emerged and inflating its pristine wings

A magnificent Dragonfly - the undisputed king of the garden.

An Angle Shades moth my daughter found whilst picking apples.
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THE BELLS, THE BELLS!

By Andrea Moore

As with many villages, towns or cities in Britain the
sound of the church clock chiming the hours or, a little
less often, bell ringers calling the faithful to church ‘to
prayer and praise’ is a defining sound of our country.
The ringing of bells frequently comes high on the list of
favourite sounds.

The bells of Leintwardine are sonorously heavy and all
but the mid-20th century treble and second (the
lightest two)  date from 1755.  That’s a weight of
history being rung as well as a considerable physical
weight for the bell ringer.  The lightest bell is over 4cwt
and the tenor is over 13cwt. (That’s 13 x 8 stone for
anyone like me who is a bit wavery on higher imperial
weights.)  Just imagine their importance in the days
before everyone had clocks and watches to keep time
by and when many people could not read or write.
The third and fourth bells optimistically have soaring
inscriptions on them ‘When you us ring we’ll sweetly
sing’ and ‘Hark to our melody’. The fifth wishes
‘Prosperity to this Parish’, but the tenor (eighth bell)
invokes ‘I to the church the living call and to the grave
do summon all’.  Back down to earth!

Wedding bells are, I suppose, the happiest of sounds
and the Leintwardine ringers were recently very
chuffed to be praised for the merry noise we mustered
for the wedding of Laura Adams…? who apparently
had her bedroom window thrown open to hear us as
she finished dressing before being escorted up the
High Street and round into Church Street,
accompanied by the inviting and welcoming bells as
well as friends and family.   If you see a bell ringer
leaning out of the tower window on such an occasion it
will probably be because we have to spot when the
bride arrives /departs to know when to stop/start

ringing.  And, of course, we are nosey and hope to
see some of the festivity!

Personnel-wise there have been a few changes over
the last year as Jean Pryke has bowed out after many
years of efficient Tower Captaincy and several
beginners have really taken off with enthusiasm and
determination to become steady and sound (pun not
intended) ringers. We have come from all walks of life:
from teaching, nursing, farming and policing, through
to computer programmer, publisher, semi-retired
butcher, professional gardener and horse-woman and
we are a merry band.

However, we have found that the unusually long
period of dry weather has made our already quite
challenging bells even harder to ring.  Most church
bells swing on modern sealed-in bearings these days,
but the back 6 of Leintwardine are on older, ‘plain
bearings’.  They also have large, historic and heavy
headstocks making the bell even heavier to swing.
Usually it doesn’t matter very much how heavy the bell
is because the swing requires only a small or
moderate pull to maintain it.  But possibly because the
old oak frame has shrunk in the dry weather and
moved a little, three of the bells are being very
awkward to keep ‘up’ at the time of writing.    That said,
we are not among the top ranks of bell ringers in our
skills.

Andrea Moore

The Sound Of The Bells…

'In the ringing chamber, ringing the bells' - By Andrea Moore

A Leintwardine bell attached to its old fashioned headstock by crown staples
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…In Leintwardine
Andrea Moore

At the beginning of August we had a visiting band who I
listened to from the garden. It was the Mike Wigney
Society of Roving Ringers - who go about on bicycles
and who were mainly lean, young and fit, although they
did have one young man who was wheel-chair bound.
The wheel-chair was deftly folded and the chap slung
over someone’s back and all got up the steep spiral
staircase to be smoothly positioned by the number 3
bell to commence ringing.    They made the great
beasts sound as easy as lambs, with crisp, even
spacing and some challenging ‘method’ ringing (where
each ringer follows a learned pattern in their head
which creates a sort of ever-changing tune) and there
were no long pauses to get breath back in between the
ringing, as there are when we ring.  Apparently a lady
with a black note book was in charge of proceedings
and kept everyone busy!

Over the centuries the bells have also provided
memorable back-drops to anniversaries of all sorts, not
necessarily religious, such as the Queen’s coronation
and jubilees and celebrating the new millennium.  Gaye,
a fifth-generation Leintwardine ringer, lent me a couple
of photos from the Millennium celebration for which the
ringers decorated a float to show characters from
Dorothy L Sayers bell-ringing detective tale ‘The Nine
Taylors’ with a life-size papier-maché bell as the centre-
piece.  The Nine Taylors is the name given to the tolling
by the tenor bell - 3 lots of 3 rings signifies the death of
a male villager, 6 Taylors is 2 lots of 3 and signifies the
death of a female, followed by their age being tolled.

On 11 November 1918 the ringing of church bells
erupted spontaneously across the country, as an
outpouring of relief that 4 years of war had come to an
end.  At the time, bells were still at the heart of the
community, marking events of great significance and
communicating to people long before modern
technology connected us.

Many bell ringers joined the war effort, and many lost
their lives. Just after the war, the Central Council of
Church Bell Ringers wrote to all bell towers to
compile the Roll of Honour. At the time 1,100 men
were reported as lost.  During the First World War
Centenary the Central Council of Bell Ringers has
been reviewing this list and has discovered a further
300 bell ringers who died in service. Two bell towers -
Edington in Wiltshire and Bamburgh in
Northumberland - lost 6 ringers each during the war.

On Sunday 11th November 2018 we plan to be
ringing with all the other towers in the country to
commemorate the end of the First World War.  One
of the hopes is to have recruited 1400 new ringers
across the country to remember the 1400 bell-ringers
who gave their lives in the Great War and to ring for
lasting Peace.

(Reading through this piece, I should also add that
as the 20th century progressed, many more women
have taken up bell ringing.  Before then, one of the
incentives of becoming a ringer was to show off
manly prowess in the hope of attracting the girls!  I
presume this was more effective if your church had a
visible, ground-floor ringing chamber which
Leintwardine does not.)

Millennium float depicting the bell-related detective story, 'The Nine Taylors' - By Dorothy L Sayers
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MUSIC MAN

By Nerissa Wilson

The church of St.Mary Magdalen in Leintwardine is an
extraordinary space, big and austere, with extremely
good acoustics. It is a setting brought to life when it is
occupied by a large crowd and filled with the added
element of music. Because it is a building that
responds to the presence of people, it grows warm
with the heat of their bodies, and the stones act in
collaboration with the voices and instruments that are
played there, containing and embellishing the sound
to its best advantage. There is now a new contribution
to the musical life of the church, instigated by Paul
Cooper-James.

Paul came to live in Leintwardine seven years ago
with his partner Neil, and continued to work until last
summer in his job of twenty nine years as Head of
Music at the Bishop of Hereford’s Bluecoat School.
He then  retired and set up his own business at home
as a free lance stock music composer, writing for
media across the board, creating background music
for film and television and radio. You may well have
heard phrases of his work in the background of
programmes you watch or listen to. He finds the
melody he wants, forms the piece with the use of a
music software package, adding only the human voice
to the mix, then puts together a three minute, a one
minute, a ten second and a two second version of
what he has written.

Posted on a Sound Cloud Library site, anyone can
access the work on Apple or Spotify, for example, but
it is mostly sought out by producers who are looking
for small snatches of appropriate music to enhance
the atmosphere of the programme they are putting
together.

Paul is then paid royalties in the same sort of way that
an author would receive his money from books
borrowed from a conventional library. He is a new
addition to the growing group of men and women
working from home in the village, finding a way to both
live and conduct a successful business in
Leintwardine, and helping the local area to keep
current and a viable place to live in the future.

Paul has also been keen to put time into giving the
village the use of his talents.

…Continued on page 15…
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Art & Literature
Nerissa Wilson
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Library Opening Hours
Tuesdays:    10.00 – 16.30
Thursdays:    14.00 – 16.30
Every First Saturday  10.00 – 12.30
Every Third Saturday  14.00 – 16.30

For details of membership, please contact FOLCL
Secretary Mark Ferrero on:

mark.ferrero@btinternet.com
01547 540627

A LEINTWARDINE UKULELE CLUB

By Annie Summers

Just another excuse to go to the pub on a week
night?

Well, yes probably, but why not? It could be fun.
That’s the thing about ukuleles, they’re
unpretentious, unthreatening and just fun. If you
get a ukulele out at a party no one fears they are
about to be subjected to a virtuoso performance
which will require hushed silence then grateful
applause. The usual comments about ‘cleaning
windows’ will be made, followed by a few laughs
and maybe a bit of a sing song.

I’m a late convert to the ukulele, not seeing the point at first as
guitars were obviously such a superior instrument but now I see
that it is their very inferiority that is their strength. Small, quiet,
incredibly easy to play and dead cheap, they are also a great
accompaniment for any ‘ordinary’ human voice - no need for
microphones or rock-god style vocal projection, it’s truly the
people’s instrument.

The ukulele was developed in Hawaii in the 1880s where the
name roughly translates as "jumping flea". Its popularity quickly
spread and by the 1920s it was big in the developing American
jazz scene. Here in Britain it will be forever associated with the
comedy actor George Formby (though strictly speaking he played
a Banjolele - the body of a banjo with the neck of a Ukulele - and
despite his daft persona he was a bit of a wiz on it.)

There has been a huge ukulele revival in Britain over the last
twenty years thanks to groups like The Ukulele Orchestra of Great
Britain (check out their version of kate Bush’s Wuthering Heights
on you tube, highly recommended). They are now being used a
lot in schools as they are much easier for small fingers to play and
with only four strings there’s less that can go wrong. I use them in
my work with children with special needs, I often find myself rolling
around on the floor playing to a child next to me who is
undergoing intensive physio, trying to make the experience a bit
less stressful and a bit more fun. You can’t do that with a
bassoon!

Contact anniesummers@btinternet.com for more info.
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Art & Literature
Nerissa Wilson & Annie Summers
Apart from playing music for the pantomime last Christmas, the organ at Scarecrow Sunday at Brampton Bryan
and providing the music for several Players’ events, he has arranged with the vicar, Mike Catling, to present a
series of concerts each month at St. Mary’s. To be held at lunch time on a Wednesday at 1 pm,  they are free
to all with a retiring plate for voluntary contributions. On the 8th of August, the third concert, a performance by
the quartet, Rococo, was given in tribute to John Voysey, a wonderful man of the village who recently died, and
the church was packed with those who wanted to
remember John, and to hear the music. The idea of
music for the community to share, introduced and set up
by Paul, and the result that the time and space it
provided could give the village a way to say goodbye to a
much loved friend,  already shows how much a part of
the fabric of Leintwardine the concerts have become.

Lunch time concert for September – to be announced.

October 15th – evening  performance by Resurrection, a
Russian group of professional singers from St.
Petersburg.

See “What’s On” for details.

Annie and Tim currently make up the burgeoning Burrington Ukulele Orchestra

The Rococo Quartet
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HIGH TREES BROUGHT LOW

By Nerissa Wilson

Travellers turning past Leintwardine Manor on the way to Craven Arms have admired the line of splendid
copper beech trees on their right for over a hundred years. The gardens of the house, originally known as
Hightree House, were planted with lavish attention, with the border of beeches just one feature of the grand
design created a hundred and thirty years ago. The house has been through many changes, but the trees
have flourished and grown in splendour as time passed.

Until now. Very sadly, the beeches are affected
by Kretzchmaria Deutsa a disease so
serious that they have been
condemned and must be felled
immediately. The residents of
Leintwardine Manor called in
independent experts in the
hope of finding a way to save
them but there is no other
option that would grant them a
reprieve. They will come down
before the end of September
and will in time be replaced
with new trees to fill the gap
they leave behind. If you want
to see them before they
vanish, drive up to the Craven
Arms turn off, and look at
them while you still can.

Community News
Peter Forshaw & Nerissa Wilson
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RED KITES KILLED

Two Red Kites were found dead by the side of  the Trippleton to Downton road. They appear to have been
shot.  The red kite is listed Schedule I of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and has full legal protection.

If anyone has any information please contact West Mercia Police on 101 or email:
contactus@westmercia.police.uk

CASH MACHINE BREAK IN

By Peter Forshaw

In the early hours of the 4th August, thieves broke into Griffiths Garage and
made away with the contents of a recently installed cash machine. It was a
professional job with the burglars gaining access through the roof, into the
premises below.

This is a prime example of a local business trying  to support the
community by offering the convenience of a cash machine to its customers,
only to have this exploited by antisocial criminals!

If anyone has any information please contact West Mercia Police on 101 or
email: contactus@westmercia.police.uk
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MARGERY AND BOB MELLING CELEBRATE
THEIR DIAMOND WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

Local couple Bob and Margery Melling celebrated
their Diamond Wedding Anniversary on the 4th
August 2018. A congratulations card from the Queen
proudly graces their mantelpiece in Rosemary. They
marked the occasion with a meal in The Lion Hotel.

Margery was born in 1938 and originally came from
the Llandrindod area in Powys. At the age of 18 she
started to work at Meredith's Grocers shop in
Leintwardine, getting there and back by bicycle.

Bob Melling was born in Adforton 1931. After
attending Leominster Grammar school he went on to
enrol on a apprenticeship scheme in Wolverhampton.
Later at the  age of 18 he decided to join the RAF
and became a wireless operator.

When Bob eventually left the RAF he became a
frequent visitor to Leintwardine on his bicycle. Having
caught the eye of Margery he thought about the best
way to woe her. Bob admits "I was never any good at
dancing, so dance halls were out"! Instead he offered
to keep Margery company on her long cycle rides
back home. The tactic eventually paid off and they
were married at Lingen Methodist Church in August
1958

They have both continued to live and work in and
around Leintwardine with Margery giving birth to a
son and daughter, both in same year of 1959. They
now have two grand children and two great
grandchildren.

Congratulations to Bob and Margery
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LEINTWARDINE LIFE
VACANCY

By Peter Forshaw

Leintwardine Life is looking for a
volunteer to join our friendly
Editorial team. It is a hugely

rewarding role and because it is
voluntary, the applicant can choose

their own hours of working. The
candidate will ideally live in the

Village, have good local knowledge
and be familiar to working to
deadlines.  Anyone interested
please contact us by email:
lentwardinelife@gmail.com

The staff vacancy has arisen due to
the departure of Mr Incognito, who
has decided to retire and spend

more time hunting and sleeping. We
wish Mr Incognito a long and happy

retirement.

Community News
??? & Peter Forshaw
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YOUR PARISH COUNCIL

There are currently six Parish Council vacancies - please contact your local councillor ASAP if you are interested!

LEINTWARDINE GROUP PARISH ROUNDUP

The Parish Council has been continuing to progress
the following matters during the record breaking dry
summer season which followed the wet spring.
Around Leintwardine Village

On the river bank the back to nature approach has
continued with the selective removal of the alien
invasive species of Himalayan balsam and giant
hogweed to provide space in selected areas for
diverse wildflowers to develop.
Dog fouling continues to be a growing problem in
Mortimer Ward and dog walkers are reminded that it
is a legal requirement that dogs are kept on a lead
when walking in the public realm. This requirement
extends to public open spaces. “Doggy Bags” are
available for purchase at the local Leintwardine
shop.

Highways

It was a cause of concern for Balfour Beatty Living
Places when, early in the summer season, a local
organisation, in preparation for a cycling event,
marked all the dangerous potholes on the route with
yellow circles.   The Locality Steward as part of his
inspection procedure followed up with white lines
markings. Most of the potholes on the A and B class
roads are being filled but the back log from last year
is substantial and the C and U roads in the parish

group still have potholes which were marked up last
Autumn but were not completed at that time
because of inclement weather conditions. Pressure
is being applied to Balfour Beatty to avoid a repeat
of the problem.

New Homes in Leintwardine

Prospective developers ZannaB have withdrawn
their offer to purchase the Land East of Rosemary.
Ownership of the two fields remains with LWD
Developments. The reason given for withdrawal
was the inability of the company to comply with the
conditions imposed by the Planning Inspector.

Police Community Support Officer (PCSO)

Mortimer Ward has a new Police Community
Support Officer (PCSO) . PCSO Stephanie Annette
6440 from Leominster Safer Neighbourhood Team
is holding police surgeries in local communities
where members of the public can drop in and meet
a member of the team. The first surgery was held
on the 21st August 2018 in the Reading Room on
August 21st between 11.00am and 12am. The next
surgery will be held on September 25th 2018 at
11.00am to 12 am. If you have any questions
regarding any of the above please don’t hesitate to
get in touch -
Leominster.snt@westmercia.pnn.police.uk

LEINTWARDINE PARISH CLERK – VACANCY  FILLED

Leintwardine Group Parish Council is pleased to announce the appointment of Elizabeth Tin-
gle to the post of Leintwardine Group Parish Clerk. The contact e-mail address remains as

leintwardinegpc@gmail.com
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LETTER FROM YOUR COUNTY COUNCILLOR

This summer has been wonderful, particularly after
such a bad winter and spring but for some particularly
for those  of our more elderly residents who find it
difficult to keep cool and for our farming community it
must have been a particularly challenging time.

Recently the 498 bus service to Hereford was under
threat.  This was as a result of too few residents using
the 498 and the subsidy required by Herefordshire
Council being quite high.  I discussed this matter with
all the parish councils whose residents would be
affected by the removal of the 498 and did gain an
agreement from them that if the service was to be lost
then they would be prepared to provide some money
towards the subsidy for which I was very grateful.
Fortunately as a result of a retendering process by
Herefordshire Council  and my stressing the
importance of the service to the residents of Mortimer
ward the 498  will continue without the need for
support from parish councils but I must stress that it is
vital that this service is used otherwise it may well be
lost.  I am hopeful that with some new housing IN
Mortimer Ward coming forward over the coming years
that this may increase patronage.  You may feel at this
time that this issue does not concern you, but who
knows what your situation may be in a few years time.

Another piece of good news is that Herefordshire
Council has released a further £2,800,000 from
reserves as a result of the Amey ongoing appeal to
invest in public realm services.  This will  include
£800k additional patching work on  B & C roads,
£450k on drainage works and £250k on innovation in
pothole repair systems.  A further £1,252,647 has
been provided by the government to be used to repair
potholes and to protect local roads from severe
weather. This includes an additional £500k for pothole
repairs on rural  C &* U roads £252k on additional
patching of B & C roads and £500k on additional
drainage works.  I recognise that there is still a long
way to go but I am hoping we have turned the corner
and that you will see considerable improvements in
the maintenance of our roads in Mortimer ward over
the coming months.

I visited Leintwardine Primary School  to chat to the
new Head Teacher about a number of things and was
really impressed with the vision she has for the school
which includes   the school playing  a greater role
within the community.

I am continuing to highlight the  importance of
Leintwardine Library and during the recent
discussions at the County Council with regard to the
potential outsourcing of library services have
expressed my views that any potential changes must
not impact adversely on the good work the library and
its volunteers at Leintwardine are doing. It is important
that this community service is recognised as providing
to local residents, particularly our most vulnerable,
much more than just the ability to borrow books.

Barry and I attended the showing of the film Even
When I Fall held at the Community Centre.  The film
about trafficking of young children, particularly girls
from Nepal to India to become circus performers was
both heartbreaking, thought provoking but also
demonstrated how resilient humans can be in times of
adversity.  I congratulate Jonathan Hopkins and all
those involved in bringing this film to Leintwardine and
for the work they are doing to support refugees and
unaccompanied young asylum seekers in
Herefordshire.

Telephone:  01568 780583
Or email: carole.gandy@herefordshire.gov.uk

Council Matters
Councillor Carole Gandy

LYG sessions run from 4pm – 8pm every Tuesday
Entry is FREE

We are always looking for more volunteers. No permanent
commitment needed, just a couple of hours now and then

would make a big difference.

VOLUNTEERING CAN BE FUN
JOIN IN THE LYG SUCCESS STORY NOW!

Contact details:
Karen (07773 580 939)
Room 9, Leintwardine Community Centre,
Leintwardine, Shropshire SY7 0LB. Tel: 01547 540 772

Website:
LYG91210.wordpress.com

Email:
letwdineyouthgroup@gmail.com, k393f@btinternet.com
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Tales From the Bus Stop
Sights and Sounds

By Peter Forshaw

Waiting for the 740 to arrive someone shouts "it's that time of year again"! The huge John Deer  rushes past,
it's trailer full to capacity, as it judders, creaks and bounces along the pot holed High Street. Suddenly, like
erupting confetti,  the spuds rain down on the road. We quickly grabbed the vegetarian road kill before the
Kingspan Juggernauts had time crush them to pulp. And very nice firm Wiljas there were to. Rescue potatoes
always seem to taste better, especially now the prices have gone through the roof due to the drought.

Next up was a large, battered old  Hilux pick up. There was that much mud sticking
to it, the original colour was totally obscured, as were the number plates. The
passenger side wing mirror was minus any glass,
hanging  precariously with the help of
judiciously applied Duck tape. The windows
were so filthy it was  difficult to see inside
the cab. However we could just about make
out the profile of a Sheep dog in the front
seat. Collies are renowned for their
intelligence and this one, I swear, was at
the wheel!!!

Suddenly the ground started to shake and a
deep rumbling noise  accosted  our ear
drums. When the source came into view, it
was a sight to behold. Yes you have guessed
it, a single wheeled, hand operated road roller.
It's fearsome diesel engine barked like a
wounded Grizzly, belching and chugging as it
went. Young Dan, the operator, was hanging
onto the controls for dear life, as he tried to tame
the beast and steer  it to it's intended destination.
It required great skill. A little too much throttle and
you'd be minus an arm pit! None of this seemed to
bother Dan as he cheerfully negotiated the
machine into a neighbours front drive, which was
ready for compacting.

In the opposite direction a trio of classic motorbikes
came into view. Each machine had been polished and
waxed to within an inch of its life. Sweeping along the
road with choreographic  precision, their engines sang
in sweet harmony, evoking times gone by,  when Britain
was home to some of the best motorcycle manufacturers
in the world. Companies like Dot, Aerial, Vincent and BSA,
to name few. The riders were adorned with the
appropriate vintage attire. Halcyon goggles, leather
gauntlets and silk scarves fluttering in the summer breeze.
A wonderful sight to behold.

The hissing sound of opening  bus doors suddenly bring me
back to earth, reminding me why I am standing on the
High Street in the first place. To catch a Bus stupid!


